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Abstract— Due to the huge popularity of online social net-
works, many researchers focus on adding links, e.g., link pre-
diction to help friend recommendation. So far, no research has
been performed on link cuts. However, the spread of malware
and misinformation can cause havoc and hence it is interesting to
see how to cut links such that malware and misinformation will
not run rampant. In fact, many online social networks can be
modeled as undirected graphs. In this paper, we investigate dif-
ferent strategies to cut links among different users in undirected
graphs so that the speed of virus and misinformation spread can
be slowed down the most or even cut off. Two measures are
chosen to evaluate the performance of these strategies: Average
Inverse of Shortest Path Length (AIPL) and Rumor Saturation
Rate (RSR). AIPL measures the communication efficiency of the
whole graph while RSR checks the percentage of users receiving
information within a certain time interval.

I. INTRODUCTION

Online social networks such as Facebook and Twitter make

news dissemination faster than ever. However, viruses, mal-

ware, misinformation (such as rumors) will also propagate

quickly in such networks. Such a propagation speed would be

hard to imagine in the old days of flyers and/or floppy-drive

virus infections. The connections in online social networks

can be modeled as graphs consisting of many nodes (users)

together with a set of edges. These graphs can be either

directed or undirected, depending on whether the edges are

directional or not. For example, Twitter’s user graph is usually

modeled as a directed graph while Facebook’s user graph is an

undirected one. When two users become friends on Facebook,

for instance, a new edge will be added on the graph. A graph

is connected when there is a path between every pair of

nodes [1]. In general, more edges in a graph will likely lead

to higher speed of (mis)information spread, and vice versa.

A natural solution to address the spread of misinformation

or rumor is to cut some edges. The question is which of the

edges we should cut to minimize the spread of misinformation

or rumor.

The spread of rumor is certainly correlated to network

connectivity, which is one of the basic concepts in graph

theory. There are many definitions of connectivity, from aver-

age shortest-path length (APL), network diameter, to algebraic

connectivity [2]. In fact, one of such checks the minimum

number of elements (nodes or edges) that need to be removed

to disconnect the remaining nodes from each other, thus

splitting the graph [1].

In this work, we focus on the problem of how to choose

edges to cut. A cut is defined as the removal of an edge.1

With the removal of some edges, the new graph will be less

connected and thus it will take longer time for rumor to

reach nodes. More specifically, a rumor will reach fewer nodes

within a certain delay, limiting its impact. And the goal here

is to lower such impacts the most with efficient cuts.

We design an algorithm named CDegree Cut, which selects

some of the edges to cut mainly based on node degree

comparison. Here, degree is simply defined as the number of

edges connected to the node. The selection is interestingly not

fixed upon the order of the node degree. Instead, it depends on

how much delay (defined as the number of hops that a rumor

is allowed to travel) before which time we measure a so-called

Rumor Saturation Rate, RSR. If the delay is larger than APL,

the so-called low-low cuts would perform the best. Instead, if

the delay is shorter, the so-called high-random cuts should be

chosen.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-

tion II presents the related work; Section III defines CDegree

Cut; Section IV compares the performance of CDegree Cut

with random cuts based on real-life Facebook data; finally,

Section V concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In researches related to link changes, many researchers

have investigated the link prediction problem. For example,

Backstrom and Leskovec [3] assigned weights to the edges

and identified the heavy weights indicating the occurrence of

new links. Based on such an observation, they developed an

algorithm to predict potential links with supervised random

walks.

The link change problem also plays an important role in

recommender systems for online shopping website such as

Amazon. Much work has been reported recently in this field.

Sarwar et al. proposed an item-based collaborative filtering

recommendation algorithm by identifying relationships be-

tween different items. The proposed technique was reported

to have outperformed traditional user-based algorithm in pro-

ducing higher quality recommendations and more recommen-

1Note that we use “cut” with a broad meaning of stopping rumor spread,
but not necessary meaning the physical removal of the edge thus cutting
the flow of “good” information at the same time. For example, within the
financial/manpower budget, it might be beneficial to notify/monitor a limited
number of links/nodes of the rumor spread. In this sense, a “cut” is to only
stop the flow of rumor information on the edge by the means of, for instance,
selective filtering.



dations per second for millions of users [4]. Huang exploited

the connection between link prediction and graph topological

structure, analyzed generalized clustering coefficients, and

designed a cycle formation model for link prediction [5].

The behavior and damage of the rumor/misinformation

spread in different networks have also been investigated. In

online social networks, reducing connectivity can slow down

or even stop rumor spreading. Chierichetti et al. studied the

performance of rumor spreading in the classic preferential at-

tachment model and compared the efficiency of disseminating

information among different strategies: the standard PUSH-

PULL, PUSH, and PULL strategies [6]. In email networks,

viruses can be transmitted quickly through attachments. An

email network is a graph with email addressbooks as sources

and edges representing communication. Newman et al. pre-

sented techniques to prevent virus infection by analyzing how

they spread [7].

In citation networks, nodes represent papers, edges represent

citations. Therefore, if one paper cites another, one directional

edge would be added between these two. Hummon and Dor-

eian developed a new algorithm to analyze a citation network

describing the development of DNA theory. The selected

papers are identified through their structural connectivity in

the network [8].

Recently a study on the analysis of connectivity damage

to a graph has been performed by Cartledge and Nelson.

Their motivation was that traditional methods such as the

size of the largest connected component do not reflect a

graph’s connectivity especially when it is disconnected, instead

they presented a new metric: average inverse path lengths

(AIPLs) [9]. This metric can be used to measure the influence

caused by adding new edges in the graph.

Hayel and Zhu [10] studied attacked links as well as link

recovery on network resilience. They modeled link failures as

well as link recovery as a Markovian process and computed the

algebraic connectivity of the dynamic network. An optimized

recovery strategy has been developed through the analysis.

Compared to these related work, our work differs in the

sense that we focus on the selection of links (edges) to remove

so that misinformation spread will slow down the most. We

investigate different strategies to choose links for removal. To

the best of our knowledge, this has never been investigated.

III. CDEGREE CUT

In general, the selection of edges to cut can be separated

into two steps: deciding which node’s links to cut and deciding

which link from the chosen node to cut. While there are many

different selection criterion in making these two decisions, we

focus on a natural node property: node degree, defined as the

number of neighbors that the node has. While there are many

different other criterion for selection, we believe that node

degree is a natural indication of how quickly a node can spread

the rumor further. Our study below shows that, even in such

a simple selection process, some results are counter-intuitive.

In the first decision, we can see that there are four different

strategies: high-degree, medium-degree, low-degree, random.2

High-degree selection is to choose the node with the highest

node degree. Similarly, medium-degree and low-degree selec-

tions are based on node degree being medium/lowest among all

nodes. Random selection is just randomly picking one node.

The second decision again can be made with four different

strategies: high-degree, medium-degree, low-degree, random,

among all edges from the chosen node.

Combining these two decisions, we would have 16 different

strategies. Two examples are high-high and low-low selections.

In the high-high selection, we choose the node with highest

degree and then sort all neighbors of the node based on the

neighbors’ degrees from high to low. Edges will be chosen

from the list in the same order. In the low-low selection, the

selection is basically the opposite. The node with the lowest

degree will be chosen first. Then all neighbors of the node

will be sorted based on their degrees from low to high. And

cuts are performed from the sorted list.

There is another parameter that will impact computation

overhead, called L. L is the number of edges to cut before

sorting is performed again. Since cutting the edges will change

node degrees, sorting is needed in order to ensure that all

further selections are made accurately. Therefore, L is the

“knob” to tune how strictly the chosen algorithm is followed.

Two extreme cases are L = 1 and L = ∞. When L = 1,

sorting is performed after every cut, rendering high overhead.

When L =∞, no sorting will be performed. All edges from a

chosen node will be cut until K cuts are made. In fact, when

L is greater than the maximum degree of all nodes, these 16

strategies collapse to 4 until the last round of edge selections

as all links from a chosen node will be cut before L links are

exhausted.

Note that it may seem that the removal of these edges are

sequential, i.e., cutting one edge after another. In fact, these

are all cut at once and we are interested in finding the best set

of edges to cut so that rumor will spread slowest in the new

graph.

A. Details of CDegree Cut

Suppose we are given an undirected graph G and need to

find K edges to cut in order to lower the speed of rumor

spread. We define two functions: f() for the choice of which

node’s links to cut and g() for the choice of which links of

a chosen node to cut. The two functions can be executed

according to an input strategy and the updated graph. For

example, if we choose high-random cuts, function f() will

rank nodes’ degrees from high to low and choose the highest

one’s index each time. Then the second highest-degree node

is chosen, etc., until L links are cut, at which time the list

is updated based on the new degrees. Similarly, function g()

2Note that more complicated selections are possible. For instance, it might
be better to select those nodes with the largest set of m-hop neighbors, where
m is a system-defined parameter, such that they would have higher impact
in distributing the (mis)information. Since such methods would require much
more computation overhead, we do not consider them here in this work.



in high-random cuts will select edges from the chosen node

randomly.

The pseudo-code of the procedure is shown in Algorithm 1

from step 6 to 12. For clarity of discussion, we treat the

undirected graph as a directed graph with one edge in each

direction in our connectivity matrix. Therefore, cutting one

edge in the undirected G means cutting two edges in both

directions at the same time. After each cut is performed, we

add 1 to the count of cuts that have been made. We apply steps

6 - 12 before resorting degrees of the updated graph unless L

numbers of edges from current node are cut or K edges have

been cut or all edges of the currently selected node have been

cut.

input : G: an N ×N symmetric matrix represents a

graph with N nodes

L: number of edges to cut before re-sorting;

K: total number of edges to cut;

schema: choose which strategy to apply

(high, medium, low, random);

output: C: set of edges to cut

1 countK ← 0;

2 while countK < K do // not enough K cuts

3 countL ← 0;

4 nodeLeft ← f(G, schema);
5 connList ← g(G, schema, nodeLeft);
6 for i ← 1 to length(connList) do

7 nodeRight ← connList(i);

8 G(nodeLeft, nodeRight) ← 0,

9 G(nodeRight, nodeLeft) ← 0;

10 C ← (nodeLeft, nodeRight);

11 countK ← countK + 1;

12 countL ← countL + 1;

13 if countL == L then // L cuts?

14 break;

15 end

16 if countK == K then // K cuts?

17 break;

18 end

19 end

20 end

Algorithm 1: CDegree Cut

B. Discussions on Schema Selection

We discuss our schema selection in f() and g() in the

following.

Intuitively, in order to reduce network connectivity quickly,

the graph should be cut to be as sparse as possible. Cutting

the links of the most popular nodes, i.e., the nodes with the

highest node-degrees, can be a good choice, but we need to be

careful of how many links should be cut. If cutting the link of

two popular nodes can split the graph into two subgraphs, then

cutting it would be helpful. However, online social networks

are usually highly connected [11] and it is difficult to split

the graph. Then randomly cutting some of the edges or even

all the edges of a popular node would be useful, as it will

cost all other nodes more steps to transmit information among

themselves. This method is called high-random cuts. On the

other hand, if we want to isolate a few nodes quickly, i.e., with

a relatively small number of cuts, from the graph, cutting the

links of least popular nodes can be a good choice. This is

because of their small number of edges. The method is called

low-low cuts.3

The intrinsic question is which method would be the most

efficient. If we want to see how many nodes can be affected

by the source rumor information in just a few steps (or delays,

if we model the propagation of misinformation on each link

as one unit time), high-random cuts would be a good choice

because such hubs can be quickly dismantled. However, if a

longer delay is allowed, low-low cuts would be more efficient.

The reason is the following: with a large allowable delay,

misinformation will most likely reach throughout the network

except those isolated nodes. Therefore, the best solution is to

isolate some nodes with low-low cuts.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate different strategies in CDegree

Cut with different L values. Our evaluations are based on

a subgraph of real-life Facebook snapshot, obtained from

SNAP [12]. It is an undirected graph and consists of 4,039

nodes and 88,234 edges. Each node in the graph represents

a user and each edge stands for a relationship between two

nodes. The network diameter (maximum undirected shortest

path length) of the graph is 8, the average shortest-path length

(APL) value is 3.7, and AIPL value is 0.3066. The highest

node degree is 1,045. The top-10 highest and lowest degrees

are shown on Tables I and II. The maximum number of edges

to cut is set to K = 6, 000, about 7% of the number of edges

on the graph. We use a baseline algorithm called Random Cut,

which simply picks edges randomly to cut. Each experiment

has been repeated 40 times with different seeds.

TABLE I

THE TOP TEN HIGHEST DEGREES OF THE ORIGINAL FACEBOOK GRAPH

Ranking 1 2 3 4 5

Degree 1045 792 755 547 347

Ranking 6 7 8 9 10

Degree 294 291 254 245 235

TABLE II

THE TOP TEN NON-ZERO LOWEST DEGREES OF THE ORIGINAL

FACEBOOK GRAPH

Ranking 1 2 3 4 5

Degree 1 1 1 1 1

Ranking 6 7 8 9 10

Degree 1 1 1 1 1

Before we present our results, we first introduce perfor-

mance metrics.

3Note that, because of the small number of neighbors, low-high, low-
medium, low-low, and low-random are similar disregard of L.



A. Performance Metrics

We mainly focused on two performance metrics: Average

Inverse of Shortest Path Length and Rumor Saturation Rate.

Average Inverse of Shortest Path Length (AIPL)- In

graph theory, the shortest path between any two nodes is an

interesting and well-investigated problem. We choose breadth-

first search (BFS) to compute the shortest path from any node

to other nodes in the undirected graph and add all these path

lengths for all nodes in the graph. Then the sum is divided

by the number of nodes. The result is usually called average

shortest-path length (APL), defined as the average number of

steps along the shortest paths for all possible vertex pairs on

the graph [13]. However, the APL measurement cannot handle

partitioned graphs, on which some pairs of nodes are infinite

distance from each other [14]. For this consideration, we use

the inverse of the distance, since 1/∞ is simply 0. The average

of all such inverse path lengths is called average inverse of

shortest path length (AIPL). It can be proven that the range

of AIPL is (0,1), where 0 means there is no edge in the graph

and 1 means that the graph is fully connected.

Rumor Saturation Rate (RSR)- AIPL gives us the mean

value of the inverse lengths of the shortest paths between

all possible pairs of vertices in G, but it still does not tell

us how quickly (mis)information can spread. Therefore, we

look at a new performance metric called rumor saturation rate

(RSR), which can be obtained through experimental settings.

In order to find out RSR, S number of nodes are chosen as the

sources of the same misinformation (these are called “rumor

sources”). In each unit time, rumor is spread from all those

nodes carrying it so far to all their neighbors. Such a procedure

continues until D unit times. RSR is defined as the number of

nodes that have seen the rumor D unit times later divided

by the total number of nodes, N . Because of the random

selections, RSR needs to be measured through repeated Monte

Carlo random experiments and it is a function of (S,D).

B. Experimental Results

We first investigated the effects of L. With K = 6, 000,

we tested high-high cuts for different L values and presented

the results in Figure 1. As can be seen from Figure 1, AIPL

decreases as K increases, first rather quickly and then the rate

of AIPL decrease slowing down. Comparing the results of

different L’s, we observe that L = 1 and 20 have rather similar

performance. L = 500 and 1,0454 are similarly better than

L = 1 and 20. Therefore, a large L actually will result into a

better performance, with lower overhead (of re-sorting the new

degrees). Similar comparison results have been observed for

other schemes for both AIPL and RSR. Hence, we conclude

that L can be chosen as a relatively large value such that the

overhead of re-sorting is low. In the following experiments,

we chose L = 1, 045.

In Figure 2, we showed the AIPL values of different cut

methods for different K values. The two random methods,

random cuts and random-high cuts, ended with similar results

4Note that this is the maximum node degree in the graph (see Table I).
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Fig. 1. AIPL with high-high cuts in different L values. Performance is better
with larger L’s, which also have lower overhead. Random cut results are there
for comparison purpose.
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Fig. 2. AIPL comparisons of different cut methods. Low-low cuts seem to
be the best method among all shown.

of very slow AIPL decrease. Medium-low cuts and high-

random cuts are better, but the best performance belongs to

low-low cuts. Therefore, if we were to conclude based solely

on AIPL comparisons, low-low cuts would be a clear winner

among the different schemes shown in Figure 2. In fact,

all other schemes are outperformed by low-low cut in our

results but we only showed these schemes for better clarity.

Interestingly, as to be demonstrated with RSR results, such is

not always the case.

Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 demonstrated different behaviors of

different cut schemes under various S and D values. Note that

S represents the number of rumor sources and D is the delay

before RSR is measured. We chose these D values based on

the APL value of the graph. In Figures 3 and 4, i.e., when
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Fig. 3. RSR comparisons for (S, D) = (2, 5). S represents the number
of rumor sources and D is the delay before RSR is measured. Low-low cut
method is the best in this graph.
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Fig. 4. RSR comparisons for (S, D) = (1, 6). S represents the number
of rumor sources and D is the delay before RSR is measured. Low-low cut
method is the best in this graph.

D is relatively large, low-low cuts remain the best among all

schemes. However, as shown in Figures 5 and 6, i.e., when D

is rather small, high-random cuts outperforms other schemes.

An intuitive explanation is in order: when D approaches APL,

rumors will reach a majority of the nodes in the graph and

it would be better to cut away some nodes so that they are

isolated; However, when D is smaller than APL, it would be

better to cut of some of the major connectors of the graph

(those high-degree nodes) in order to lower the rumor spread

rate.

Comparing the results from Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, we

can see that AIPL metric has its limits in measuring network

connectivity. In fact, AIPL would sometimes provide mislead-
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Fig. 5. RSR comparisons for (S, D) = (2, 2). S represents the number of
rumor sources and D is the delay before RSR is measured. High-random cut
method is the best in this graph.
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Fig. 6. RSR comparisons for (S, D) = (5, 2). S represents the number of
rumor sources and D is the delay before RSR is measured. High-random cut
method is the best in this graph.

ing indication of network connectivity. While RSR requires

repeated Monte Carlo experiments, it provides interesting

insights into how fast (mis)information could spread.

As we discussed, low-high, low-medium, low-low, low-

random schemes work similarly because of the small number

of links on such nodes. One would naturally wonder which

among high-high, high-medium, high-low, and high-random

cuts perform best (note that, with a large L, these schemes

operate the same except the last round of edge selections).

Figure 7 shows the comparison of these schemes. From

Figure 7, we can conclude that these schemes are similar

in performance. Considering computational overhead, high-
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Fig. 7. RSR for (S, D) = (5, 2). High-high, high-medium, high-low, and high-
random schemes are shown to have similar performance with L = 1, 045.

random scheme works fine as no sorting is needed.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have investigated the problem of efficient

link cuts in large online social networks to lower the speed of

misinformation spread. We have designed an algorithm called

CDegree Cut to choose such links. CDegree Cut has gone

through extensive experimental evaluations through real-life

Facebook data with two different performance metrics: AIPL

and RSR. We have found that when the delay is larger than

APL, low-low cuts should be used; if the delay is shorter than

APL, high-random cuts should be chosen. Another interesting

observation is the ambiguity of AIPL results. Instead, a more

computation-intensive RSR measurement can help to provide

more accurate insights in the comparison of different schemes.

In this work, we focused on the issue of link selection under

the assumption that the (mis)information sources are unknown.

In the scenario that such are known, the design issues would

be different. A natural selection would be cutting those links

around the sources within the cut budget.

While the cut algorithm designed here may not be the

optimum strategy, we argue that it is among the best that

only incur low overhead, which is a critical characteristics

in any practical algorithm to be applied in large online social

networks.

In our future work, we will develop an analytical model to

study the behavior of different link cut selections. Different

rumor propagation models will also be studied as well.
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